CAMERA SURVEILLANCE WITH AUDIO RECORDING IN FOREX BANK STORES

For your safety and security and for that of FOREX Bank personnel, bank stores are under camera surveillance. Recorded material is used to prevent, protect against and to investigate crime. Recordings may also be used to investigate possible criminal activity. In certain cases, sound is also recorded.

Bank stores are fitted with surveillance cameras recording all hours. FOREX Bank AB is responsible for the surveillance and is controller in respect of the personal data processing resulting out of recording activities. Recorded material is stored for 90 days.

Personal data processing by camera surveillance and the handling of recorded material, is based on the legitimate interest of FOREX BANK of ensuring safety and security for personnel, customers and others in store locations, as well as of the prevention and investigation of crime. We have weighed the fundamental integrity rights and interests of individuals, balancing them against this legitimate interest and found camera surveillance to be permissible.

FOREX Bank AB believes that safety, security and the ability to prevent, protect from and investigate crime and suspected crime in this context, outweighs the compromise of personal integrity camera surveillance may entail.

Recorded material is used exclusively for prevention, protection against and investigation of crime and suspected crime and may be given to police and prosecution authority. FOREX Bank adheres to the camera surveillance act and EU General Data Protection Regulation in carrying out camera surveillance and in the handling of recorded material.

For complete information on FOREX Bank personal data processing and your individual rights, please read more at forex.se/gdpr